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Background: Perioperative assessment of language function in brain tumor patients
commonly relies on administration of object naming during stimulation mapping. Ample
research, however, points to the benefit of adding verb tasks to the testing paradigm in
order to delineate and preserve postoperative language function more comprehensively.
This research uses a case series approach to explore the feasibility and added value of a
dual-task protocol that includes both a noun task (object naming) and a verb task (action
naming) in perioperative delineation of language functions.

Materials and Methods: Seven neurosurgical cases underwent perioperative language
assessment with both object and action naming. This entailed preoperative baseline
testing, preoperative stimulation mapping with navigated Transcranial Magnetic
Stimulation (nTMS) with subsequent white matter visualization, intraoperative mapping
with Direct Electrical Stimulation (DES) in 4 cases, and postoperative imaging and
examination of language change.

Results:We observed a divergent pattern of language organization and decline between
cases who showed lesions close to the delineated language network and hence
underwent DES mapping, and those that did not. The latter displayed no new
impairment postoperatively consistent with an unharmed network for the neural circuits
of both object and action naming. For the cases who underwent DES, on the other hand,
a higher sensitivity was found for action naming over object naming. Firstly, action naming
preferentially predicted the overall language state compared to aphasia batteries.
Secondly, it more accurately predicted intraoperative positive language areas as
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revealed by DES. Thirdly, double dissociations between postoperatively unimpaired
object naming and impaired action naming and vice versa indicate segregated skills
and neural representation for noun versus verb processing, especially in the ventral
stream. Overlaying postoperative imaging with object and action naming networks
revealed that dual-task nTMS mapping can explain the drop in performance in those
cases where the network appeared in proximity to the resection cavity.

Conclusion: Using a dual-task protocol for visualization of cortical and subcortical
language areas through nTMS mapping proved to be able to capture network-to-deficit
relations in our case series. Ultimately, adding action naming to clinical nTMS and DES
mapping may help prevent postoperative deficits of this seemingly segregated skill.
Keywords: language mapping, postoperative language state, navigated transcranial magnetic stimulation, action
naming, object naming, direct electrical stimulation, case series
INTRODUCTION

Preoperative assessment of language and delineation of functional
tissue in relation to a lesion is crucial to perform optimal
neurosurgical intervention, while aiming to prevent post-
operative deficits in brain tumor patients (1, 2). In addition to
imaging tools such as functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI), preoperative language mapping with navigated
transcranial magnetic stimulation (nTMS) has recently gained
increasing interest. This non-invasive stimulation tool allows
preoperative mapping of cortical functions by inducing transient
lesions in small anatomical areas (3). This enables the mapping of
areas associated with language disruption, which can be used in
guiding surgical planning and intraoperative tumor resection (4–
6). As the closest analogue to the gold standard of intraoperative
mapping with direct electrical stimulation (DES), nTMS mapping
as well relies on error elicitation during language production, and
has shown superiority to fMRI by demonstrating a better overlap
of nTMS results with DES results (4, 7–11).

The full potential of nTMS is reached in combination with
fiber tracking, where language-positive nTMS spots can be
employed for visualization of functionally involved subcortical
white matter tracts (12–14). Using this preoperative visualization
of the language network in relation to the lesion has proven its
usefulness in neurosurgical practice by enlarging the extent of
resection and the confidence of the surgeon, while leading to
fewer language deficits at discharge (6, 13, 15).

Even though nTMS is generally established as a validated
method that has been incorporated well in the clinical workflow
in an increasing number of neuro-oncological centers (6, 15), one
area that deserves further attention is the linguistic depth of the task
commonly used during nTMS mapping and its influence on
successfully preventing language deficits after surgery, given a
task’s crucial role for the resulting map of language-positive
nTMS points. By solely employing object naming (ON),
that targets noun production, for both cortical and
subcortical delineation of function, more complex language skills
may be neglected and endangered at the postoperative state.
Consequently, it has been proposed that the addition of a simple
2

second task of action naming (AN) may be beneficial (16, 17): By
triggering the production of verbs in the context of a short sentence,
grammatical and semantic skills can be tested that are not targeted
by object naming and that, more importantly, are known to rely on
anatomically distinct circuits (18–21). In DES mapping and in
healthy participants using nTMS, this double dissociation, and the
added value of action naming, have been shown to be especially
important for the visualization of the semantically relevant ventral
stream tracts (22–26). What is still missing, however, is the
exploration of the use of both object and action naming tasks in
nTMS prior to surgical procedures in tumor patients and the
usefulness of this protocol for preventing postoperative language
deficits. It is possible that better visualization of cortical and
subcortical substrates of language functions may be achieved
through addition of a second task, involving verbs.

In this case series, we deliver a description of our first
experience with the dual-task mapping protocol in the clinical
workflow of pre- (, intra-) and postoperative language testing
considering nTMS mapping. As a first exploratory step, on the
basis of patient cases harboring language-eloquent brain tumors,
we evaluate the contribution of each task in (1) delineating the
language state and network preoperatively, (2) informing and
“predicting” the intraoperative mapping with DES through the
nTMS maps, and (3) capturing the language state and network in
relation to the acute postoperative outcome. We present seven
cases, of which three were operated on the basis of only nTMS
presurgical data and four with additional intraoperative mapping
by DES in order to explore the issue of which patients may
benefit from the administration of the dual-task protocol.
METHODS

Patient Population
Between March 2021 and August 2021, fourteen patients were
included in the dual-task mapping protocol. Out of these, seven
showed no proximity of the lesion to the language network as
mapped out by nTMS (e.g., pre-frontal lesion) and are not
included in this paper.
January 2022 | Volume 11 | Article 788122
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Inclusion criteria were that patients were right-handed and
had an intracranial malignant tumor in the left hemisphere in the
proximity of the language network as determined by nTMS
mapping. Demographics, lesion characteristics and background
language assessments of the seven cases are summarized
in Table 1.

Preoperative MRI
Patients underwent preoperative MRI using a 3-Tesla MRI
scanner (Achieva dStream or Ingenia, Philips Healthcare, Best,
The Netherlands) with a 32-channel head coil. Among other
sequences in the standard protocol for neuro-oncological
imaging, acquisition included a three-dimensional (3D) fluid
attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) sequence (TR/TE: 4800/
277 ms, 1 mm3 isovoxel covering the whole head), a 3D T1-
weighted turbo field echo sequence (TR/TE: 9/4 ms, 1 mm3

isovoxel covering the whole head) and/or 3D T1-weighted turbo
spin echo black-blood sequence (TR/TE: 4000/35 ms, 1 mm3

isovoxel covering the whole head) without and with
administration of a contrast agent (Dotagraf, Jenapharm, Jena,
Germany), and a diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) sequence (TR/TE
5000/78 ms, voxel size of 2 × 2 × 2 mm3, 32 diffusion directions,
one volume at b = 0 s/mm2, 32 volumes at b = 1000 s/mm2).

Preoperative Language Assessment with
nTMS Mapping
In order to describe the overall language status of the patient,
standardized language batteries [either Aachener Aphasie Test
(AAT) or Aphasie Check List (ACL)] were carried out in most
patients to identify pre-existing language impairments, when
deemed appropriate by the medical team.

Preoperative language mapping was conducted using the
Nexstim eXimia NBS system (version 5.1; Nexstim Plc, Helsinki,
Finland) and following the protocol described by Krieg et al. (27).
In addition to the standard ON task implemented in the system
(e.g., the patient sees a black-and-white drawing of an object and
has to name it: apple), AN in sentence context from the VAN-POP
battery (16) was administered in a second block to trigger verb
production (e.g., the patient sees a black-and-white drawing of a
daily activity and has to name it: the man reads).
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 3
For both task blocks, the following steps were taken: firstly, on
the day of nTMS mapping, the patient had to name all stimuli
(80 ON items and 75 AN items) without stimulation in two
baseline rounds to discard all items not fluently named (all items
that were named with very late onset, could not be named at all
or only on the second attempt were considered as errors). The
score of correctly named items during the first baseline round
comprised the preoperative baseline performance for that patient
on ON and AN tasks.

Secondly, nTMS language mapping covering the majority of
the left hemisphere cortical surface was performed using the
patient-tailored stimuli list under a 5Hz/5 pulse protocol at 110%
of the previously established resting motor threshold, as
described previously for ON and for AN (24, 27). Stimuli were
presented with a display time of 700 ms (ON) and 1000 ms (AN),
as standardized in Ohlerth et al. (16), with an inter-picture-
interval of 2500ms and a picture-trigger-interval of 0 ms. The
ON block was always administered first.

Baseline and stimulation naming were video-recorded and
afterwards examined for naming errors by a trained neuro-
linguist (AKO) (24). All stimulation sequences leading to an
error were counted (Table 2), marked as language-positive sites,
and exported via DICOM format to the neuro-navigation
planning unit (Brainlab Elements Net server version 3.0.6.14.,
Brainlab AG), resulting in two separate cortical language maps,
one for ON and one for AN.

Fiber Tracking on the Basis of nTMS
Deterministic fiber tracking was performed on basis of a DTI
sequence with 32 diffusion directions solely using the nTMS
language-positive cortical sites as regions of interest (ROIs). For
ROI creation, 5 mm rims were added to each language positive
cortical site (12). Based on these ROIs, fiber tracking then
visualized all fibers with a fiber length of 100 mm at a
predetermined fractional anisotropy value of 0.15 and an
angulation of 20° (12). This resulted in two separate language-
related white matter network visualizations, one for ON and one
for AN, that were visually inspected for presence of the known
language tracts [Arcuate Fascicle (AF), Superior Longitudinal
Fascicle (SLF), Frontal Aslant Tract (FAT), Uncinate Fascicle
TABLE 1 | Demographics of the patient cases.

Case Age Gender Lesion site Pathology WHO
grade

Awake
surgery

Preoperative language status (ACL/AAT)

1 63 M SFG oligodendro-glioma III no moderate impairment of auditory comprehension, and reading, mild semantic
fluency impairment

2 70 M prG glioblastoma III no not administered, no impairment in spontaneous speech
3 47 F parietal white

matter
metastasis of cervix
carcinoma

– no not administered, no impairment in spontaneous speech

4 53 M posterior STG glioblastoma III yes moderate impairment of production, mild writing impairment, mild impairment of
phonological and semantic fluency

5 38 M SFG anaplastic
astrocytoma

III yes no impairment, very mild semantic fluency impairment

6 57 M middle ITG astrocytoma II yes mild impairment of comprehension and moderate impairment in phonological
fluency

7 33 M insula astrocytoma II yes no impairment
January 2022 | Volume 11 | Article 788122
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(UF), Inferior Longitudinal Fascicle (ILF), Inferior Fronto-
Occipital Fascicle (IFOF)], the speech-articulatory tract
[Cortico-nuclear tract, (CNT)], and commissural fibers (CF)
and their proximity to the lesion (12, 26).

Intraoperative Mapping With DES
In order to establish an item list to be used during intraoperative
mapping, for each patient, 91 new items for ON (those used in
the hospital’s standard neurosurgical procedure) and the same 75
items for AN from the VAN-POP were tested again one day
prior to the surgery. Any errors were noted and those items were
removed from the intraoperative stimulation trials.

During surgery, first an adequate level of anesthesia and
sedation was administered to ensure the patient was
unconscious while the head was placed in a Mayfield head
clamp, and the cortex was exposed. Then neuro-navigation was
used to localize and align the cortical and subcortical anatomy in
relation to the preoperative scans and mapping results. Prior to
language mapping, (general) analgesia and sedation were reduced
to slowly awaken the patient. Once the patient was fully awake,
calm, and cooperative, language mapping commenced using a
bipolar stimulation electrode (distance 5mm) with a 4s stimulation
output at an intensity of 4mA and a frequency of 50Hz. The entire
exposed cortex was interrogated in 5-10mm steps and each
stimulated site was tested at least 3 times. First, mapping was
conducted with ON only, followed by a separate mapping with AN
only. Cortical sites in which stimulation resulted in at least 2 errors
from 3 stimulations were considered positive for the respective
task, marked by number (1-digit = ON, 2-digit = AN) and their
location was transferred to the navigation system. Resection was
carried out sparing all positive areas (4, 28, 29).

Postoperative MRI and Image
Co-Registration
Acquisition of MRI according to a standardized protocol in
neuro-oncological patients was administered following the same
sequences with the same parameters as in the preoperative stage
within 48 hours of surgery. In order to assess the proximity of the
resection cavity to the language networks for each task, the fiber
tracking results were registered to the postoperative T1-weighted
MRI datasets. Distortion correction and elastic fusion
calculations were performed to account for brain shift (30).
Pathological lesions, such as residual tumor or ischemia in the
scans, the overlap of the cavity and the visualized language-
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 4
positive cortical sites of nTMS, and/or the visualized white
matter network were assessed. No case showed ischemic lesions.

Postoperative Language Assessment
On the third postoperative day, the language status was assessed
by administering ON and AN without stimulation. Presentation
of items followed the same procedure as the preoperative
baseline naming. As for the preoperative assessment, all items
that were not named correctly and fluently were scored as errors.

Analysis of Language State
Scores of each patient on the preoperative baseline naming and
postoperative naming in ON and AN were compared to the
performance of healthy control subjects [for ON performance, see
(31), for AN performance, see (24)]. Results were analyzed using
statistics designed for single case methodology (32) (Table 3 and
Supplementary Material Table S1). The change in pre- versus
postoperative scores was evaluated using McNemar’s/Fisher’s
exact tests. To assess the difference between ON and AN in the
change in baseline versus postoperative accuracy, Wilcoxon’ two-
sample tests were applied to the difference in accuracy between
baseline and postoperative test results for each test. Furthermore,
Spearman correlations were used to examine the relationship
between error patterns and several linguistic variables of
the target words [ON: length, frequency, age of acquisition,
animacy, and compound status; AN: length, frequency, age
of acquisition, regularity, transitivity, instrumentality, name
relatedness of the target verb to a noun (16)]. Bonferroni
corrections were applied to correct for multiple comparisons in
these correlations (Supplementary Material Table S2).
CASE DESCRIPTIONS

Clinical Case 1
This patient was a 63-year-old male, admitted to hospital after a
general epileptic seizure. Scans showed a lesion in the superior
frontal gyrus (SFG). During preoperative language assessment, the
patient scored poorly on reading and displayed a moderate auditory
comprehension impairment and mild semantic fluency deficiency.
Baseline naming with ON and AN showed that AN was clinically
impaired compared to healthy control participants as well as
significantly worse than ON (Table 3 and Supplementary
Material Table S1 for all scores and comparisons).
TABLE 2 | Proportion of induced errors during nTMS mapping of the left hemisphere with object naming (ON) and action naming (AN).

Case Errors under nTMS in ON Errors under nTMS in AN Difference per Chi-square

1 0.15 0.09 0.13
2 0.15 0.15 0.87
3 0.11 0.09 0.54
4 0.04 0.09 0.05*
5 0.12 0.14 0.73
6 0.06 0.15 0.01*
7 0.16 0.25 0.07
January 2022 |
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Preoperative nTMS mapping at baseline revealed language-
positive nTMS spots for ONmostly in the frontal and the parietal
lobe with one spot in proximity to the lesion (Figure 1A).
Subsequent fiber tracking for ON included the AF, ILF, IFOF,
CF and CNT (Figure 1C). Language-positive points for AN were
more scarce and overlapped nearly entirely with ON points,
resulting in a similar white matter visualization of the AF, IFOF,
CF and CNT (Figures 1B, D).

Due to the prefrontal location of the tumor, which was only in
proximity to the CNT of the delineated networks, the operation
was performed asleep and without complications. Gross total
resection was achieved.

On the third postoperative day, the patient showed a slight but
not significant improvement in both ON and AN compared to
preoperative testing, however, he was still impaired, and AN
continued to be significantly worse than ON. Postoperative MRI
confirmed that no language tract was in the vicinity of the resection
cavity but only the articulatory speech tract CNT (Figures 1E, F).
Case 1 was discharged on the sixth postoperative day. No additional
cognitive nor physical impairments were noted.

Clinical Case 2
Case 2 was a 70-year-old male, who presented having recently
experienced the loss of fine motor skills in his right foot and hand.
Imaging confirmed a lesion in the precentral gyrus (prG). Apart from
these issues, his cognitive skills seemed intact at the preoperative stage,
supported by normal scores for baseline naming of ON and AN
(Table 3 and Supplementary Material Table S1).

Preoperative nTMS mapping at baseline showed language-
positive cortical areas for ON in the middle frontal regions, and in
the middle temporal gyrus (MTG). There were few parietal points
and 3 points in the prG itself, resulting in the visualized white matter
of the CNT, ILF and IFOF (Figures 2A, C). For AN, nTMSmapping
revealed language-positive spots in the middle and superior frontal
gyrus, the superior and middle temporal gyrus, some parietal points
and the poG, as well leading to visualization of the CNT, ILF and
IFOF (Figures 2B, D). Despite language-positive points on the
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 5
pre- and post central gyrus, the white matter networks of both
tasks did not appear to be in proximity of the lesion. The surgery was
therefore performed asleep and with no complications.
FIGURE 1 | Case 1. Left panels show ON results, right panels AN results.
Panels (A, B) nTMS stimulation sites that induced errors; no response and
hesitations in orange, semantic errors in yellow and performance errors in
blue. Panels (C, D) Fiber tracking results including the lesion, nTMS cortical
endpoints in orange and color-coded tracts with CNT in direction-coded,
here dark blue, AF in purple, IFOF in turquoise, ILF in yellow, and CF in light
blue. Panels (E, F) Overlap of tracking and postoperative T1-weighted
imaging after elastic fusion with the resection cavity marked in red.
TABLE 3 | Proportion of correctly and fluently named items in ON and AN across testing points.

Case Test Baseline 1 Day Pre-
operative

3 Days Post-
operative

Difference between Baseline
and Preoperative

Difference between Baseline
and Postoperative

Difference in Decline between ON
and AN (unpaired MWU)

1 ON 0.813* N/A 0.838* N/A 0.790 0.967
AN 0.573*# N/A 0.600*# N/A 0.831

2 ON 0.850 N/A 0.825 N/A 0.803 0.702
AN 0.747 N/A 0.693# N/A 0.522

3 ON 0.975 N/A 0.988 N/A 0.999 0.567
AN 0.880 N/A 0.867 N/A 0.999

4 ON 0.925 0.868* 0.747* 0.147 0.037* 0.005*
AN 0.773 0.653*# 0.427*# 0.039* <0.001*

5 ON 0.963* 0.934* 0.888 0.505 0.114 0.555
AN 0.733* 0.680*# 0.707# 0.480 0.831

6 ON 0.888 0.945* 0.350*# 0.263 <0.001* 0.004*
AN 0.813 0.733* 0.533*# 0.286 <0.001*

7 ON 0.913 0.967* 0.875* 0.192 0.606 0.040*
AN 0.787 0.827* 0.587*# 0.580 0.009*
Jan
1Scores that indicate a significant impairment (p<.05) compared to healthy normative data (Singlims, Crawford et al., 2010) are marked by a hashtag (#). Healthy controls performed at
0.884 ± 0.046 (range 0.8-0.933) for ON (31) and at 0.852 ± 0.059 (range 0.667-0.933) for AN (26). Performance where the patients show a significantly bigger difference between tasks
compared to controls (Revised Standardized Difference Test (RSDT), Crawford et al., 2010) are marked by an asterisk (*). All p values are 2-tailed. Cases 1-3 were not operated awake and,
hence, the tests were not administered (N/A) 1 Day preoperatively.
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Postoperative assessment on the third postoperative day
showed no significant change in the patient’s performance, in
agreement with results of postoperative MRI indicating no close
distance between cavity and both the networks for ON and AN
(Figures 2E, F).

Clinical Case 3
This patient was a 47-year-old female. She was admitted to the
hospital after suffering from a focal seizure leaving her with
temporary hemi-hypoesthesia and anomic aphasia, that resolved
after 2 days. Scans were indicative of multiple metastases in both
hemispheres, most likely secondary to a cervical carcinoma
resected in 2008. Apart from three small lesions, the lesion to be
resected at this point was situated in the left postcentral white
matter. No cognitive or language functions seemed impaired
preoperatively and she did not perform significantly differently
to healthy controls for either ON or AN (Table 3 and
Supplementary Material Table S1).

Preoperative nTMS mapping at baseline revealed language-
positive spots for ON in the superior frontal regions, as well as
some parietal and superior temporal areas, resulting in
visualization of a white matter network comprising the AF, ILF,
CNT and CF (Figures 3A, C). Preoperative nTMS mapping with
AN showed language-positive spots in more classical language
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 6
areas such as the inferior frontal, and the posterior temporal and
angular regions. These led to white matter visualization of the AF,
SLF, IFOF and CF (Figures 3B, D). The surgery was performed
asleep with no complications.

On the third postoperative day, the patient performed almost
identically compared to the preoperative state in both ON and
AN. MRI scanning demonstrated that the resection cavity did
not overlap or approach the fiber tracts implicated in either ON
nor AN (Figures 3E, F). The patient was discharged at the fifth
postoperative day with no new impairments.

Clinical Case 4
Case 4 was a 53-year-old male who was referred following an
episode of aphasia in the summer of 2020 and a second in
February 2021. Scans in March 2021 revealed a lesion in the
posterior superior temporal gyrus (STG), confirmed as a
glioblastoma at biopsy. During preoperative assessment, he
showed a mild to moderate impairment in language production,
a mild impairment in writing as well as low scores in phonological
and semantic fluency. He exhibited no significant impairment in
accuracy on either ON or AN compared to healthy controls at this
point. However, for two items in AN, he displayed a tendency to
paraphrase verbs (the man does ironing instead of the man irons), a
FIGURE 2 | Case 2. Left panels show ON results, right panels AN results.
Panels (A, B) nTMS stimulation sites that induced errors; no response and
hesitations in orange, semantic errors in yellow and performance errors in
blue. Panels (C, D) Fiber tracking results including the lesion, nTMS cortical
endpoints in orange and color-coded tracts with CNT in direction-coded,
here dark blue, IFOF in turquoise, and ILF in yellow. Panels (E, F) Overlap of
tracking and postoperative T1-weighted imaging after elastic fusion with the
resection cavity marked in red.
FIGURE 3 | Case 3. Left panels show ON results, right panels AN results.
Panels (A, B) nTMS stimulation sites that induced errors; no response and
hesitations in orange, semantic errors in yellow and performance errors in
blue. Panels (C, D) Fiber tracking results including the lesion, nTMS cortical
endpoints in orange and color-coded tracts with CNT in direction-coded,
here dark blue, AF in purple, SLF in pink, IFOF in turquoise, ILF in yellow,
and CF in light blue. Panels (E, F) Overlap of tracking and postoperative
T1-weighted imaging after elastic with the resection cavity marked in red.
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pattern that is not observed in healthy controls. This worsened
over the course of the month between biopsy and resection
surgery: At preoperative testing one month later and one day
prior to surgery, he was significantly worse, now clinically
impaired on AN and displayed a tendency to paraphrase verbs
in 5 items. ON remained unimpaired (Table 3 and
Supplementary Material Table S1).

Preoperative nTMS mapping at baseline with ON revealed
only a few parietal, middle frontal and one temporal cortical
language-positive spots, leading to white matter visualization of
the AF, SLF, ILF and CNT (Figures 4A, C). During AN under
nTMS mapping, middle frontal and several parietal cortical
regions were uncovered, resulting in a similar white matter
visualization of the AF, SLF, ILF and CNT (Figures 4B, D).

Due to the close location of the lesion to the language networks,
an awake procedure including cortical DESmapping using bothON
and AN tasks was performed. The craniotomy exposed inferior
parietal and posterior STG regions. Stimulation of the exposed
cortex led to only occasional errors with no site being repeatedly
positive (2 out of 3 rule) in either of the tasks. Resection of the
posterior STG and subsequently the underlying white matter was,
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 7
therefore, carried out. There were no complications and intra-
operative MRI confirmed a gross total resection.

At postoperative assessment on the third postoperative day, the
patient performed significantly more poorly on both ON and even
poorer on AN compared to the preoperative state. AN seemed
particularly affected and had declined significantly more severely
than ON. The patient now paraphrased 14 verb items that were not
troublesome at baseline. Moreover, poorer accuracy in AN
correlated with transitivity, meaning that more complex verbs
(the man feeds the horse vs. the man sleeps) were more
problematic (Supplementary Material Table S2). Postoperative
MRI scanning confirmed that the resection cavity left most of the
white matter network unaffected, but was in proximity of the ILF,
especially for AN (Figures 4E, F). This suggests that the vulnerable
ventral stream may be responsible for the worsening in AN.

The patient was discharged on the third postoperative day
with no further cognitive nor physical signs of impairment
except for the reported language deficit.
Clinical Case 5
Case 5 was a 38-year-old male, who had suffered from severe
headaches for a month with a subsequent general epileptic seizure.
Scans revealed a large lesion in the superior frontal region. He
scored within normal limits on the preoperative language batteries
and on both ON and AN at the baseline, although AN was
significantly less accurate than ON. A few days later, at
preoperative testing one day prior to surgery, his performance
was not significantly different, but now displaying impaired AN
scores (Table 3; Supplementary Material Table S1).

During nTMSmapping at baseline, a large network was revealed
for ON covering all three lobes and leading to a white matter
visualization of the AF, ILF, CF and the Frontal Aslant Tract
(Figures 5A, C). The nTMS mapping with AN led to many
semantic errors and showed a similarly distributed network to
ON with a high number of frontal areas and a white matter
visualization of the AF, ILF, CNT, CF and Frontal Aslant Tract
(Figures 5B, D).

Due to the close proximity to known frontal language areas
and the visualized networks, the operation was performed awake
with intraoperative DES mapping using both ON and AN tasks
on the exposed frontal lobe. Intraoperative DES led to repeated
errors in the pars opercularis under both tasks, which was spared
during resection. Resection was achieved without complications
and was extended deep into the white matter reaching the corpus
callosum and head of caudate nucleus.

At testing on the third postoperative day, the patient’s
performance had slightly, but not significantly worsened in
both tasks. MRI scanning confirmed that white matter damage
was restricted to the Frontal Aslant Tract in both the ON and the
AN network with all other language tracts arching posteriorly
away from the resection cavity (Figures 5E, F). This suggests that
the damage to the Frontal Aslant Tract did not influence
naming, and that the majority of the language network
remained untouched. The patient was discharged on the
fourth postoperative day, with no further cognitive nor
physical impairments.
FIGURE 4 | Case 4. Left panels show ON results, right panels AN results.
Panels (A, B) nTMS stimulation sites that induced errors; no response and
hesitations in orange, semantic errors in yellow and performance errors in
blue. Panels (C, D) Fiber tracking results including the lesion, nTMS cortical
endpoints in orange and color-coded tracts with CNT in direction-coded,
here dark blue, AF in purple, SLF in pink, and ILF in yellow. Panels (E, F)
Overlap of tracking and postoperative T1-weighted imaging after elastic
fusion with the resection cavity marked in red.
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Clinical Case 6
Case 6 was a 57-year-old male, with a history of having been
operated on for an astrocytoma WHO grade II in 2009. Following
a biopsy in 2018 with subsequent radio- and chemotherapy, re-
resection was now planned. Scans showed contrast-enhanced
tumor growth along the previous resection cavity in the middle
inferior temporal gyrus. On the preoperative language assessment,
he displayed a mild comprehension deficit and moderate
impairment in phonological fluency. ON and AN were not
impaired at this point. At the preoperative testing day 2 weeks
later (one day prior to surgery), his performance had not changed
for ON. AN slightly worsened, which although still within normal
limits, was now significantly worse than ON (Table 3 and
Supplementary Material Table S1).

During nTMS mapping at baseline, an ON network with
parietal and frontal areas and one temporal cortical area was
revealed, leading to white matter visualization of the AF, ILF, CNT
and some parts of the CF (Figures 6A, C). AN resulted in many
semantic errors and in an overall larger error rate with more
frontal and temporal cortical sites and visualization of the AF, SLF,
CNT, and CF, but no ventral stream tracts (Figures 6B, D).
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 8
Due to the spatial relationbetween the languagenetwork and the
lesion, the patient was considered for awake surgery using the dual
taskONandANprotocol under intraoperativeDES. In the exposed
middle and posterior temporal area, intraoperative DES led to
errors in the STG in both tasks (Figures 6E, F: ON errors in tags
1-4; AN errors in tags 11-13), as predicted by nTMSmapping with
AN.Moreover, the posterior MTGwas found to include language-
positive sites for ON (tag 4). Mapping results led to these regions
being spared by the surgeon during access to the subcortical lesion.
A gross total resection was achieved with no complications.

During testing on the third postoperative day, the patient’s
performance was significantly worse in both tasks compared to
baseline. ON scores dropped severely to a clinically impaired score
andworsened significantlymore thanAN.ANmoderatelyworsened,
with error production correlating with several linguistic values
(Supplementary Material Table S2). Interestingly, verbs with
values for instrumentality (e.g., the man cuts with the instrumental
noun knife) were particularly affected. Postoperative MRI scans
confirmed the overlap of the cavity and the ON network’s AF and
FIGURE 6 | Case 6. Left panels show ON results, right panels AN results.
Panels (A, B) nTMS stimulation sites that induced errors; no response and
hesitations in orange, semantic errors in yellow and performance errors in
blue. Panels (C, D) Fiber tracking results including the lesion, nTMS cortical
endpoints in orange and color-coded tracts with CNT in in direction-coded,
here dark blue, AF in purple, SLF in pink, ILF in yellow, and CF in light blue.
Panels (E, F) Screenshot of intraoperative positive cortical sites with tags 1-3
on the middle and posterior STG and tag 4 on the posterior MTG for ON, and
tags 11-13 on the middle and posterior STG for AN. Panels (G, H) Overlap of
tracking and postoperative T1-weighted imaging after elastic fusion with the
resection cavity marked in red.
FIGURE 5 | Case 5. Left panels show ON results, right panels AN results.
Panels (A, B) nTMS stimulation sites that induced errors; no response and
hesitations in orange, semantic errors in yellow and performance errors in
blue. Panels (C, D) Fiber tracking results including the lesion, nTMS cortical
endpoints in orange and color-coded tracts with CNT in direction-coded,
here dark blue, AF in purple, ILF in yellow, Frontal Aslant Tract in pink, and CF
in light blue. Panels (E, F) Overlap of tracking and postoperative T1-weighted
imaging after elastic fusion with the resection cavity marked in red.
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ILF and the AN network’s AF and CF (Figures 6G,H). This leads to
the hypothesis that the harmed tissue in the intersection of the ILF
and AF may be responsible for object semantics. Moreover, it could
alsobeanaccount for theerrors inANfor instrumental verbs, as these
may be related to object semantics for the instrument.

The patient was discharged with no additional impairments
on the third postoperative day.

Clinical Case 7
Case 7 was a 33-year-old male, admitted to the hospital after having
recently suffered from two general epileptic seizures. A lesion was
detected in the insular, fronto-basal and temporo-polar regions.

Preoperative baseline language assessment showed no
language impairment, as well as normal scores on ON and
AN. At the preoperative testing, 3 days later and one day prior
to surgery, his performance had not changed significantly
(Table 3 and Supplementary Material Table S1).

Preoperative nTMS mapping at baseline revealed language-
positive cortical sites for ON mainly in the prG and middle
frontal gyrus (MFG) resulting in a white matter visualization of
the AF, SLF, CNT and CF (Figures 7A, C). Apart from these
regions, nTMS mapping with AN showed language-positive
cortical areas in the parietal and temporal lobe and revealed
semantic errors in all 3 lobes, leading to subcortical visualization
of the AF, ILF, CNT and CF (Figures 7B, D).

Due to the close location of the lesion to the language
networks, the surgical procedure included awake intraoperative
cortical mapping with DES with ON and AN tasks. The
craniotomy exposed inferior frontal and central regions and
the anterior superior and middle temporal lobe. Intraoperative
DES led to errors in ON in the middle postcentral gyrus
(Figure 7E: tag 1). AN under DES confirmed this positive site
and revealed a second region in the middle STG that repeatedly
led to naming errors under stimulation only for AN (Figure 7F:
tag 11 + 12) and as predicted by nTMS mapping with AN.
Subsequent resection avoided these language-positive cortical
areas and was extended into the insular lobe.

The patient’s overall condition allowed postoperative testing
only on the seventh postoperative day after the operation. His
performance on ON had not changed compared to preoperative
assessments. AN had significantly worsened and was now clinically
impaired, withmany semantically incorrect answers (e.g. “Theman
… I guess he congratulates somebody” instead of “the man claps” or
“The bird, well, how to say, it flaps its wings” instead of the target
“The bird flies”). These errors underlined the patient’s inability to
retrieve the target word, while being able to articulate and describe
the situation.PostoperativeMRIscans showedthat thewhitematter
networkofONhadbeen sparedentirely andwasnot in proximity of
the cavity, while the ANnetwork’s ILFwas in close proximity to the
resected tissue (Figures 7G,H). The patientwas discharged onDay
10, presenting with no further impairments.
DISCUSSION

Based on the neurolinguistic differences between, and supposed
neuroanatomical segregation of, noun and verb knowledge, this
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 9
series of cases set out to shed light on the benefits of nTMS
language mapping from the use of a noun task (ON) and a verb
task (AN) in perioperative language delineation in brain tumor
patients. We have reported the details of seven cases, each
described separately.

While this protocol had been successfully implemented using
nTMS in healthy participants (24), the cases reported here show
good feasibility of the dual task,ONandAN, protocol in the clinical
populationathand: all patientswere able tocomplete theadditionof
a secondmappingwithAN, and the extra task added amere 15min
to the standard workflow of about 45-50 min. The potential added
value of the addition of AN to the protocol for pre-, intra-, and
postoperative delineation of language is discussed below.

Preoperative Delineation of the Language
State and Network
Due to the higher processing load required during AN compared
to ON, as well as AN requiring a larger neuroanatomical circuit
FIGURE 7 | Case 7. Left panels show ON results, right panels AN results.
Panels (A, B) nTMS stimulation sites that induced errors; no response and
hesitations in orange, semantic errors in yellow and performance errors in
blue. Panels (C, D) Fiber tracking results including the lesion, nTMS cortical
endpoints in orange and color-coded tracts with CNT in direction-coded,
here dark blue, AF in purple, SLF in pink, ILF in yellow, and CF in light blue.
Panels (E, F) Screenshot of intraoperative positive cortical sites with tag 1
PoG for ON, and tags 11 + 12 on PoG and the middle STG for AN. Panels
(G, H) Overlap of tracking and postoperative T1-weighted imaging after
elastic with the resection cavity marked in red.
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(18–21), we hypothesize that these two tasks may be differently
affected by tumor growth even before surgical intervention.
Moreover, the often milder impairments of glioma patients
may not be detectable with ON alone, but only surface after
more detailed screening through additional tools that screen, for
instance, for more complex retrieval and grammatical skills
(Wolthuis et al., subm.). Our study confirms this assumption:
while Cases 2, 3, 5 and 7 performed well on ON and AN, as well
as the more detailed AAT/ACL screening, the cases displaying a
preexisting impairment (Cases 1, 4, and 6, Table 1) also
performed significantly worse and/or were impaired in AN.
This leads to the tentative conclusion that the AN task may be
a more sensitive tool to spot the typically more subtle
impairments of brain tumor patients. However, we do not
suggest the exclusion of ON entirely: although not apparent in
our sample, other patients may present with a dissociated deficit
of unimpaired verb skills and impaired noun skills [for instance,
see cases in (33)].

Regarding the added value of the AN task in preoperative
visualization of the language network, the nTMS-only cases
(Cases 1-3) show a different pattern to the cases who also
underwent intraoperative DES (Cases 4-7). AN results either
confirmed the functional cortical and subcortical tissue (Case 1
and 2), already detected during ON, or led to a more
comprehensive white matter network with commissural fibers
(Case 3). In all three cases, none of the visualized language
network components appeared in close proximity to the to-be-
resected regions.

In contrast, Cases 4-7 showed a much more divergent
network visualization between the two tasks. Firstly, AN
showed a higher sensitivity for detecting cortically positive
areas in 2 cases (Table 2). The sentence context required by
this task provides a greater opportunity for language to be
disrupted by nTMS (i.e., more lexical items to be retrieved).
However, the higher sensitivity of the AN task was still found in
healthy participants, when both ON and AN were triggered in
sentence context (24). This suggests that rather than an effect of
the different context, the difference between ON and AN is that
verb retrieval is likely more demanding and more easily
disrupted under stimulation of nTMS.

Secondly, the difference in error type pattern between ON and
AN further corroborates this: more semantic errors were elicited
during AN in three out of our four cases (Figures 5A, B, 6A, B,
7A, B), originating from a disruption of the lexico-semantic
retrieval of verbs. This further justifies the hypothesis that the
AN task is lexico-semantically more demanding and is in line with
previous findings reporting more semantic errors on the AN task
under nTMS in healthy subjects, while errors at the sound level
seem to be elicited to a similar degree in ON and AN (16, 17, 24).

In terms of the individual cases, this higher sensitivity for the
AN task resulted in more language-positive cortical areas in Case
4, a similar distribution in Case 5, a clear profit from the
combination of both tasks with AN for cortical and ON for
subcortical visualization in Case 6, and AN was the better
candidate for revealing functional cortical and subcortical matter
in the proximity of the lesion in Case 7.
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In summary, while the ON and AN networks showed high
overlap and no close spatial relation to the lesion in Cases 1-3, the
lesions of Cases 4-7 appeared rather close to the delineated networks
on ON and AN and tumor growth seems to have affected them
differently causing segregated reorganization of the two skills. In
these cases, mapping with both ON and AN should be considered
essential for risk stratification through error count, error quality and
resulting white matter analysis after nTMS mapping.

Overlap With Intraoperative Mapping
With DES
Often stressed as the “gold standard” for surgical decision
making, DES intraoperative mapping remains the most direct
tool for interrogating brain tissue and its functional involvement
(34). However, not all patients are eligible for this highly invasive
and costly procedure. Moreover, preoperative imaging and
mapping aims to reliably predict intraoperative mapping
results in order to shorten intraoperative time and to minimize
the extent of the exposed cortex even further (4–6). Thus, the
question arises how well the nTMS mapping results predicted
DES maps in our four cases. The results are suggestive of more
potent AN mapping for three cases. In Case 5, both ON and AN
nTMS cortical maps failed to predict the negative DES results for
most of the frontal lobe. For Case 4, nonetheless, the absence of
positive cortical spots on the MFG during DES was in line with
ANmapping (Figures 4A, B). The DES positive STG and middle
MTG in Case 6 overlap with nTMS mapping of AN only
(Figures 6B, E, F). Finally, in Case 7, AN based nTMS
predicted the crucial middle STG region, an area known for
verb representation (24, 35–37); this area was not revealed with
ON under either DES nor nTMS (Figures 7A, B, E, F). The
replicability of these results that point towards the higher
sensitivity of AN-based nTMS compared ON-based nTMS and
their overlap with DES mapping should next be evaluated in
further patients with various lesion types and locations.

Visualization of Postoperative Outcome
The goal of clinical care for tumor patients is a gross total
resection in combination with the lowest post-operative deficit.
Therefore, our aim in exploring the dual-task ON and AN
protocol was to analyze its ability to visualize the preoperative
network in relation to the damage to it by the resection: If a
network-to-deficit relationship can be captured through nTMS
visualization, we may be able to predict and ultimately avoid
postoperative language decline in future cases.

In the nTMS-only cases (1-3), this visualization of the functional
network and its relation to the postoperative language state were
achieved regardless of the task: in each case, the language networks
for bothON andANwere spatially distant from the resection cavity.
In conformity with this, no new language deficits were found
following resection. This finding also underlines how accurately
nTMS mapping and subsequent tracking registers the functional
circuits of language and the changes to these circuits as a result of
plasticity in the context of a tumor: For Cases 2 and 3 in particular,
the lesions were located in what would have been thought to be
highly eloquent cortical areas which would have rendered a
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confident and safe tumor removal difficult. However, as nTMS
captured the tumor-induced reorganization of the white matter, safe
navigation and resection could be performed. These case
observations are in agreement with the recent assumption that
grey matter loss can be compensated for, while the focus should lie
on the preservation of white matter integrity in order to avoid
functional damage (38–40).

The added value of mapping with the second task of AN
mapping becomes more evident in the remaining cases who
additionally underwent intraoperative DES: In Case 4, both ON
and AN networks were shown to be in the vicinity of the
postoperative cavity (Figures 4E, F), particularly the AF and
ILF for ON and even more so the ILF for AN. Previous data from
DES and nTMS mapping have hinted towards the ventral
stream’s involvement in lexico-semantic retrieval (26, 38, 41–
51). The presumed more lexico-semantically challenging AN
task and network’s close spatial relation to the lesion and cavity
in this case are, therefore, in line with the patient’s significant and
even more marked drop in performance on AN compared to
ON, highlighted further by his struggle with transitive verbs in
particular: These verbs, that carry more semantic information
about the constituents of the small sentence than intransitive
verbs, seemed to be especially troublesome and substantiate the
pattern of a lexico-semantic impairment of verbs and the fragility
of the ventral stream visualized through AN.

In contrast, in Case 5 all major language white matter tracts
showed to be unharmed by the resection, as the surgery could
avoid damage to them due to their posteriorly pushed
reorganization. Only the Frontal Aslant Tract, known to
support fluency in spontaneous speech and not targeted by any
of our tasks in particular (52), was depicted in the overlap with
the postoperative cavity (Figures 5E, F). In accordance with this,
no language impairment appeared in Case 5. We conclude that in
this case no task was superior to the other in explaining
postoperative language function, but that the overall
reorganization captured by nTMS-based fiber tracking from
both tasks was successful in predicting the postoperative state.

Lastly, Cases 6 and 7 displayed a mirrored pattern in language
impairment with a significantly more severe decline in ON for
Case 6 and a sole decline in AN for Case 7, while confirming the
feasibility of nTMS-based fiber tracking in delineating the
network and particularly the vulnerability of the ventral stream
ILF. Even though both the AF and CF of the AN network and the
AF of the ON network of Case 6 appeared to be damaged by the
resection cavity (Figures 6G, H), we suspect the possible damage
to the ILF of ON may explain the observed language deficit: the
substantial drop in ON performance implies a severe deficit of
object semantics not only in ON itself, but also affecting verb
retrieval of those (instrumental) verbs that utilize objects
[Supplementary Material Table S2, e.g. The man cuts (with a
knife)]. This error pattern, that is consistent with a lexico-semantic
retrieval deficit, is in accordancewithaproposed temporal semantic
hub for objects (53, 54). More importantly, however, this finding
stresses the benefit of the dual-task protocol for a patient-tailored
use of task:firstly, the ability of themethod to show the network-to-
deficit relationship was proven once more. Secondly, this error
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pattern of retrieval deficits in both ON and AN could only be
substantiated by using the added information from linguistically
standardized andmarkedprotocols, that incorporate values suchas
instrumentality and frequency [for instance: the DULIP, ECCO,
VAN-POP (16, 33, 55)].

Case 7, on the other hand, who showed unimpaired
postoperative ON and newly impaired AN, is also consistent with
the overlap of the network and the postoperative cavity
(Figures 7G, H): All grey and white matter visualized by ON
wereunharmed,while, oncemore, the ILFof theANnetworkwas in
close proximity to the resection cavity and likely caused the low
score on the AN task.

While our results are consistent with a temporal lobe hub for
retrieval of semantics, these two cases stress the feasibility of
using nTMS to highlight the vulnerability of the ventral stream
on an individual basis: if preoperative visualization predicts
proximity of the respective network to the tumor in these
areas, special care should be taken of this language skill in
order to minimize postoperative deficits even further.
Future Directions
The observed patterns of impairment of the cases reported here
were based on post-operative testing on Day 3. This day often
represents one of the first days of a stable cognitive function
postoperatively, as well as one of the last days of in-house care
before discharge. Even though a feasible and practical choice, this
implies that we tested during a transient stage where some of the
observed patterns may change or resolve over the next few weeks.
However, especially in higher grade gliomas, a new worsening of
the language state is also likely to follow due to regrowth of
malignant tissue along the resection cavity. Those fragile network
regions delineated at this early point in time might once more be
affected. Nevertheless, future studies could opt for postoperative
testing at the 3-months follow up to target an advanced
recovered and possibly re-impaired point in time.

In addition, the implications we can draw at this point are
based on a relatively small number of cases with an uneven
distribution of lesion sites. Future studies may profit from
analysis of larger case series with subgroups clustered by
region to be able to make distinct claims of the benefit of each
task in a specific region in question.
CONCLUSION

As a first instant of using a dual task for nTMS-based language
mapping in a peri-operative setting, our case series including the
second task of AN delivered promising results. We suggest that
the verb task (AN) may be more sensitive in detecting minor pre-
existing language impairments preoperatively and in predicting
intraoperative positive mapping regions. However, the best grey
and white matter visualization of functionally involved tissue
may be achieved through implementation of both tasks, since
double dissociations across cases are to be expected both
behaviorally as well as anatomically.
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The method delineated in our paper of nTMS-based mapping
and fiber tracking proved capable of capturing network-to-deficit
relations, particularly for white matter damage. We recommend
that particular care should be dedicated to the preservation of the
ventral stream tracts in order to avoid retrieval deficits for both
nouns and verbs.
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